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Cambodia

2013 CCC ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The 2013 AGM with CCC members and stakeholders was conducted on 5 March 2014 from 7:30am to
5:00pm at Grand ballroom of Cambodiana Hotel in Phnom Penh. The meeting was attended by 160
participants.
I. Objectives:
1. Official announcement of CCC Executive Committee (EXCOM) for 2014
2. Presenting and appreciating CCC key achievements of 2013, its plan and budget for 2014; and
launching key publications of CCC
3. Debating on development trends and enabling environment and approaches (inclusive partnerships
and Human Rights Based Approach) for fostering development effectiveness in Cambodia
4. Discussing on draft CSO Green Paper: key challenges, strategies, and roles of local and INGOs as CCC
members in contributing to sustainable development of Cambodia for 2014 and beyond.
II. Results of the Meeting
Topics of Discussion
Welcome Remarks

Results of the Meetings
Mr. Soeung Saroeun
He welcomed CCC members, development partners, government representatives
and our CSO's partners to Annual General Meeting on Fostering Development
Effectiveness in Cambodia.
He congratulated CCC members for continuous support to CCC and development in
Cambodia, CCC partners (including development partners, government and private
sector) for their technical and financial support for achieving mission and vision of
CCC, and CCC staff, management, and EXCOM for their hard and efficient works in
2013.

Opening remarks

“2013 was a very challenging year in which a lot of critical issues affected all of us.
Those challenges included 1) the national election and the post-election issues
remain unsolved, 2) flood disaster, 3) people movements and demanding for
accountable institution and government, 4) the focus and shift of donors trends, and
5) especially political and democratic space which require all of us as civil society
organizations to come together to discuss on the key challenges, propose strategies
for solutions and as well as to revisit our roles as individual organizations and CSO
sector as a whole. In addition, CSOs need more harmonization, and improvement on
its good governance and effectiveness.” he said.
Mr. CHAN Monnyrath
He mentions that the presence of all participants are very important to discuss on the
achievements and challenges we have faced and continued to solve by CSOs in the
future with enabling environment and other development partners, private sectors,
government, especially CSOs itself.
“More importantly, CCC cannot work without all of you because all of you are the
memberships of CCC and you have main roles to support, promote, constructive
feedback for CCC and CSOs to be sustainable in the future to contribute to the
poverty reduction and respond to the rectangular strategic plan and Cambodia
millennium development goal of the government” he said.
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Topics of Discussion
EXCOM Handover
Ceremony

Results of the Meetings
Ms. BOU Molika:
Ms. Bou Molika, Treasurer of CCC EXCOM formally announced the EXCOM mandate
2014. There are 7 members and one advisor for new CCC’s Excom as following:
No Name
1
Dr. Sok Thim
2
Mr. Richard
Winterton

3
4
5
6
7
8

Ms. Bou
Molika
Mr. Ernst
Jürgensen
Ms. Keo Keang
Ms. Nop
Vanthy
Ms. Ros
Sopheap
Mr. Brian Lund

Position
Executive Director
Programme
Development and
Communication
Advisor
Program Coordinator

Organization Position in EXCOM
CHC
Chairman
VSO
Vice-chairperson

AVI

Treasurer

Country
Representative
Country Director
Executive Advisor for
the Country Director
Executive Director

Dan Mission

Member-at-large

Heifer
WVC

Member-at-large
Member-at-large

GADC

Member-at-large

Regional Director

Oxfam
America

Advisor to EXCOM

After the announcement, Dr. Chan Vibol had shared his reflection to his work with
CCC during his tenure. He mentioned that CCC plays a very important role in
contribution to Cambodia. “These great achievements would result from the effort of
the CCC’s colleagues as well as the members.” he said, adding that “The ways of
working together are very important. Peace and justice are the key factors would
contribute to Cambodia development. Last but not least, even he was no longer as
CCC EXCOM but he wished the new CCC’s Excom will bring great inputs to
supplement the CCC mandate also to Cambodia development.”
Dr. Sok Thim, a newly-elected CCC EXCOM Chairperson 2014 expressed his
commitment for working with CCC for his tenure. He thanked all members for giving
him a chance to be an EXCOM Chairperson of CCC in this mandate. He mentioned
that we needed to work together to fulfill our great role as CSO in contribution to
Cambodia development; so supporting from the members is the best way for CCC to
implement its activities.
Session 1: Highlights
CCC 2013 Key
Achievements,
Launching its
publications, and
Signing MoUs with
provincial networks:
(Mr. SOEUNG
Saroeun)
2013 annual
achievements and
2014 plan and budget
Question & Answer

1. Soeung Saroeun
- A new GHP focus 2014-2028 has been produced after the reviewing of GHP
2011-2015 in 2012.
- In 2013, CCC produced a lot of achievements through its three components
such as Governance and Professional Practice (GPP), Capacity Development,
and Knowledge Management, Advise, Referral and Linkage. However, we
have faced some of challenges and we have proposed solutions for next year
as following:
Challenge and solution
Challenge: Leadership changes and the new GHP 2014-2018 require both
time and resources to reach that destination
Solution
- All staff bought in the new GHP and Vision 2018.
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Topics of Discussion
(Ms. Pen Monorom)
(Ms. Keo Keang)

Launching:
1. New version of
Standards of
Good Governance
and Professional
Practice for CSOs
in Cambodia;
2. Online NGO
database
3. National
Assessment
Report on CSO
Enabling
Environment; and
4. Vision and
Governance Hub
Program 2014 2018

Signing MoU
(Partner's
Representatives)

Results of the Meetings
- New M&E framework developed
- New working approaches and staff motivations in place
- New composition of CCC Executive Committee (EXCOM)
Challenge: Financial commitment from some existing and potential donors to
accomplish the new Vision 2018 and GHP for 2014 and beyond needed their
confirmation.
Solution:
- CCC has produced a plan for resource mobilization from the existing
and potential donors
- A fund raising specialist will be recruited in the 1st quarter 2014.
- Long term commitment to have a CSO building remains a good
intention for CCC for financial sustainability and better quality services
to its members/other customers.
- Opportunity for joint proposal with existing donors
Challenges: The CSO sector is facing a number of challenges:
- Political deadlock,
- Thematic challenges,
- Changing donor priorities, and
- Limited capacity and accountability within the CSO sector
Solution:
- CCC in the process of finalizing its Communication, Advocacy and
Partnership Strategy (CAPS) and as soon as possible made this into
practice.
- Promote CSO harmonization and inclusive partnership.
Key investment in 2014-2018
- Governance and Professional Practice (GPP)
- Research and Learning (R&L)
- Coalition Building, Advocacy and Networks (CAN)
- Operations and Organizational Development (OOD)
- Communications and Membership Development (CMD)
2. Ms. Pen Monorum: (presentation GPP Code)
- New code revised and finalized in November 2013. In line with national
policy the Istanbul Principal, this code is more specific and clear.
- Three groups of committee for reviewing the code are evaluation committee
at community, working groups, and NCCC. The members are voluntary from
private sector, government representative, NGOs. The committee make sure
that this code are implemented in effective way and promote the CSOs more
stronger
- This code is also recognized by international, government and CSOs
3. Mr. Ernst Jurgensen: (Present GHP 2014-2018 and Challenges)
CCC has review their own GHP focus 2011-2015 and update to be GHP focus 20142018 which consisted of information as following:
- Vision: Sustainable Development for Cambodia.
- Mission: We provide high quality services to civil society and influence
Cambodia’s development actors.
- Goal: A strong and capable civil society, cooperating and responsive to
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Topics of Discussion

Results of the Meetings
Cambodia’s development challenges.
Outcomes:
1. Improved quality of CSO services
2. Improved enabling environment for CSOs
3. Increased collaboration among CSOs
4. Increased capacity of CCC in performing its roles as CSO coordinator,
networker and advocate
To reach the goal and expected outcomes, CCC will play role as a coordinator,
networker, and advocate for civil society and other development actors, and will
focus on:
1. Enhancing CSO governance and effectiveness: by promoting application of
Istanbul Principles on CSO development effectiveness and good governance
principles and standards of good practice, and sustainability within CCC
members and civil society;
2. Fostering enabling environment and partnership: by coordinating the
implementation of social accountability plan and decentralization, and
supporting the adaptation of inclusive partnership principles, rights-based
approach, capacity development, and enabling legal frameworks for all
development actors.
4. Mr. Soeung Saroeun: (Presentation on EENA)
Four important documents shared during this presentation are:
1. New code apply from May 2014
2. Announce new GHP focus 2014-2018 and applied from January 2014
3. EENA is done by independent consultant
4. Online database will benefit to all of you
5. MOU between CCC and 8 NGOs in the provinces, for four purposes including:
1) promotion of Community of Practices focusing on development effectiveness
and CSO effectiveness,
2) building and strengthening the linkages among development actors,
3) enhancing NGO accountability and transparency,
4) fostering cooperation among Civil Society Organizations in the province in
addressing development challenges at the provincial level.
Mr Singuon, Executive Director of My Village organization, said after signing the MoU
that we would work together among 8 NGOs coordination networks and we would
replicate to other geography areas at subnational. “This connection is very important
for us to work together because we used to miss some information from this
partnership, we can exchange some experience and collaboration.” he said, adding
that these NGOs had challenges and hoped that this MOU can help to improve the
capacity of those NGOs to respond to the need of their target audiences.

The 7 provincial NGO coordination network that CCC signed MoU to implement the
joint effort are:
- Prey Veng NGO coordination network
- Svay Rieng NGO coordination network
- Kritie NGO coordination network
- Stung Treng NGO coordination network
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Topics of Discussion
Session 2: Reviewing
CCC Bylaws and
Charter
Ms. NOP Vanthy
Dr. Chan Vibol
1. Presentation on
process and
results of CCC
Charter and ByLaw Amendments
2. Plenary discussion
and vote for
approval on
revised bylaws
and charter

Results of the Meetings
Ratanakiri NGO coordination network
Kompong Thom NGO coordination network
Siem Reap NGO coordination network

6. Ms. Nop Vanthy
The first CCC Charter and By-Law:
It was adopted in March 1994 and contained two parts headings and 10 articles.
Article 1 to 9 was named “Charter” and article 10 was called “By Law”.
History of amendment:
There were 4 times of revisions within 2 decades (average 3.5 years):
- 1997: First revision
- 2001: Second revision
- 2004: Third revision
- 2008: Fourth revision, and
- 2011: A bit adjustment to change logo for localizing CCC.
Reasons of Amendments
- After location of CCC to local NGO in 2011, CCC shifted from project based
before 2011 to program based. CCC and its members have been being
aligned with new trend of global development and movement.
- Some articles are not applicable with the recent situation of CCC and its
members.
- There are also a requirement from Ministry of Interior (MoI) to combine as
one called “Statute”
Areas of Amendments
- Wording and spelling
- The same combination of constitutional and statutory
- Logo and Seal
- Add the Vision, Mission, Values, Goal
- Scheduled members meeting
- Annual General Members
- Procedure of Executive Committee Election
- The annual membership fee
- Limit values apply for a membership monitor
- Mandate of Executive Director
7. Dr. Chan Vibol: Facilitate to vote on the revised by-law
-

Presentation and discussion to vote on the bylaw revision
The decision on the revise bylaw is participants decision making
He invited the participants to read the part of revised bylaw and just decide
agreed or not agree?

Question
Mr. Chiv You Meng from DCA has two questions
- First question in the point 1.5 in which he does not see the text
- Second question in the point 5.7.2 which word we should use between
Annual General Meeting or congress, because your organize here is Annual
General Meeting and in the bylaw you stated congress?
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Topics of Discussion

Session 3: Panel
Discussion: Fostering
Development
Effectiveness for
Cambodia
(Dr. Lao Mong Hai)
Presentation 1:
Development trends
and enabling
environment for
CSOs.
(Ms. AULI Starck)
Presentation 2:
Inclusive partnership
between CSO and
Government,
experience from
Finland.
(Dr. SAM Inn)
Presentation 3: Rights
Based Approach
(RBA) in Practice for
Cambodia Context
(Opportunity &
Challenges).
Dr. El Sotheary
Question & Answer

Results of the Meetings
Answer:
- Mr Keo Phalla: we only made photocopied and distributed the revised parts,
so the text that we do not revise we do not copy to you
- The word congress and meeting I think these word is same meaning so I
decided to use word congress, but now it is depending on our discussion
today is we agreed on either word we will use.
Question:
- Mr. Long Serey, in the point 5.5.10 stated that membership fee is not less
then 200$, if one organization has available budget less than 200 $ how can
they become a member of CCC?
Answer:
- Dr. Sok Thim may be we will discuss again to revise and we will apply new
method of calculation of the total budget of each organization.
Panel discussion: facilitated by Dr El Sotheary on the topic “Fostering Development
Effectiveness for Cambodia”.
There are three guest speakers with three topics
1- Dr. Lao Mong Hai
Presentation by Dr. Lao Mong Hai on Fostering Development Effectiveness
for Cambodia Three points I will focus as following:
-

Political order at variance with the society
From his observation for 20 years after UNTAC, Cambodia country has produced
significant positive changes. Cambodian people now become active citizen which
they understand theirs rights and freedom, be brave, have high responsibility and
actively participate in social work. It reflects the power of people and society as a
whole. Through many efforts, Cambodia has increased knowledge on peace
culture; this is the movement of Cambodia.

-

Continuation of discrepancy and polarization
If the ruling class fails to address the common people’s grievances, and fail to
establish a constitutional order: Democratic political culture, Rule of law, Justice,
Administration as service. This an opportunity for CSO to work to fulfill these
gaps

-

Role of and Opportunities for the Civil Society:
Consolidating its past gains and extending them further, assisting in developing
the political order to catch up with and be ahead of social change in order to
address known shortcomings and meet the common people’s grievances and
aspirations (chart: Political System):

2- Ms. AULI Starck: Inclusive partnership between CSO and Government, experience
from Finland.
- The Kepa is an umbrella organization and working in similar areas to CCC in
Cambodia. It is a Finnish CSO platform and expert organization with 312
member organizations.
3- Dr. SAM Inn (Presentation and sharing on Right-based approach)
How is the right base approach for development work
- The vision of LWD want to see people living in peace, dignity & harmony in a
democratic & justice society, united in diversity & empowered to achieve
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Topics of Discussion

Results of the Meetings
-

-

-

their universal rights.
Our mission is to facilitate the empowerment of vulnerable rural people to
claim their universal rights.
We have used and transferred from the People Empowerment to Right Based
Approach which is then considered as a key to motivate people to
appropriately exercise their rights and participate in the development
process. The next strategy is people right based
First approach of People Empowerment, when the family, group and
community have problem they always see the dark situation, so LWD
working to motivate people’s hope that they can change this situation
Secondly, the Right Based approach first in duties barer is local authority they
can help to community and we need to strengthen the knowledge of
community on their right

Question from participants
- Mr. Khemra, from VOA media, raised question to Dr. Lao Mong Hai, I have
asked a question to CCC related to political deadlock and some to donation
country has skipped their donation to Cambodia, CCC told me that more or
less it has impact to some fund to NGO in Cambodia, what do you think? if
the political deadlock is still continue, does it has impact to the fund provide
to NGO or not? If it has impact to NGOs what are the problems will be
happened in Cambodia?
- Mr. Singuon, My Village Organization , question to Mr. Lao Mon Hai, in order
to have one solution required to has compromise from ruling party, in your
perspective can it have the compromise from ruling party?
- Mr. Vicheth, Pdao Organization, my question is connected to the first
question which is related to international aid, is it a good option or not that
the big development partners and donors think that because of issue related
to political deadlock and they stop donation as a pressure, so who got the
impact?, in your perspective what do you think? They should reconsider or
not?
Answer:
- Related compromising, now most of them are completely absorbed the
power and property so it is difficult to ask them for compromising, they do
not willing to do compromising but they cope the situation by violence.
- Now, government has been reformed, so the NGO can help them in the areas
that we can help such as provide social service. When we request them to
reform and improve we should point the areas for them.
Question:
- Mrs. El Sothery, CCC, question to Dr. SAM Inn and Ms. AULI Starck, when we
want mainstreaming inclusive partnership approach into development
process, especially participation from grass root people, in the starting point
what should we priority?
Answer:
- When we use right based approach with community at the beginning we
have problem with local authority, after that we have explained to them
about our job and role is to help people to understand their right and use
their right to solve the problem. The main role of government is help people
to understand their rights and exercise their rights. After that we always
involved local authority with our activities. As the result, they all understood
better and support our activities. So participation from the government and
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Topics of Discussion

Session 4: Civil
Society organization's
Future Outlooks
Presentation (30mn):
1. Cambodia's
Development
Dynamics: Past
Performance and
Emerging
Priorities.

Results of the Meetings
understanding from them is very important in using our approach.
Summary
- Development of activities to help Cambodia people become HR literacy
people and able to request and exercise their rights effectively need
commitment and involvements from every actor in democratic political
culture role of law justice administration and public service.
- Trust and relationship between all development actors make sure everyone
flowed their commitment at the BUSAN High Level Meeting mutually support
and complement each other and ensuring enabling environment.
- In Cambodia situation, look back at our resources and see of everyone is
equipped with sufficient capacity and resource to be part of development.
1. Mr. Tong Kimsun: (Presentation on Cambodia's Development Dynamics: Past
Performance and Emerging Priorities)
-

-

2. Draft CSO Green
Paper: Key issues/
challenges,
proposed
strategies, and
key roles to play
for 2014 and
beyond.
(Mr. Tong Kimsun)
(Dr. Meas Nee)
Small Groups
Discussion (30mn):
1. What are key
challenges/ key
priorities need to
be added or
removed?
2. What are key
strategies to
address these key
challenges?
3. What are the
roles and
responsibilities of
local and

-

The income is increased and poverty is decreased, but it made big gap
between rich and poor people
Cambodia have high development, human resource development, gender
equity, economic growth, poverty alleviation, health, education, governance
and democracy
What he has found is opposite to the result of the previous research, after
that he has compared of what he has found to the real situation and other
county he found that Cambodia there are a lot of works to do.
The economic growth is 7 percent and income of people increase 6 percent
compare to other country
People health, education, social service, people power, and governance are
still limited

Recommendation
- Improve governance and democracy
- Improve education and health
- Consider on macro-economic such as increase investment
- Improve infrastructure
- Improve specific sector
- Improve institution
2. Dr. Meas Nee, presentation on green paper
There are 4 objectives of green papers
- To respond to national and global trends in a systematic and structural
manner
- To improve participation and political will
- To ensure collaboration rather than competition
- To ensure that CSOs have a common strategic vision with clear roles and key
focuses.
Main Working Approaches
- Evidence based advocacy
- Inclusive partnership and mass support
- Enabling environment (LANGO, Access to Information….)
- Empowering grass root/ Demand Vs. Supply sides
Action plan
- Consolidate all inputs into a single document/ paper and facilitate a
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Topics of Discussion
international
NGOs, and
working
groups/subcommittee to
respond to these
priorities?

-

Session 5:
Presentation of small
group discussion.
Question & Answer
(Mr. RICHARD
Winterton)
Ways forward in
responding to the key
priorities for CCC
members 2014 and
beyond.
Mr. Ernst Jürgensen

Results of the Meetings
harmonization workshop with relevant stakeholders
Coordinate to have a consultation with board of directors of key CSO
coalitions, informal groups, and other group of CSOs
Develop Communication and Advocacy Strategies for the CSOs Green Paper.
Share/consult with the government and development partners on the CSO
Green Paper
Use the paper as roadmap and directive vision for CSOs to strategize and
prepare their activities
Use the paper for the regional and international debates on beyond 2015
development agenda

Dr. Sok Thim suggestion
We should have small group discussion, Because of time is not suitable, we
will send by mail to all of you or we will call urgent meeting to review this.
Because of time shortage, the small group discussion was then diverted to panel
discussion which was facilitated by Mr. Richard Winterton

Mr. Ernst Jürgensen
(Presentation on the way forward in responding to the priority for CCC members
2014 and beyond)
It was a great discussion today. It was a good time to discuss on key priorities,
strategies, and roles of CSOs in responding to the key priorities.
As CCC Five Year Governance Hub Program (GHP) aims at improving quality of CSO
services, increasing collaboration, and improving enabling environment for CSOs in
Cambodia for better response to development challenges in Cambodia, and from
today discussion, CCC see that several steps to make this draft green CSO paper
finalized and shared to different stakeholders as follow:
- Consolidate inputs from today discussion into a single document/paper
- Facilitate to have a congregation/harmonization workshop with key
representatives of other CSO coalitions, informal groups, and other group of
CSOs including unions and provincial based organizations
- Coordinate to have a consultation with board of directors of key CSO
coalitions, informal groups, and other group of CSOs including unions and
provincial based organizations for finalizing the paper
- Communication strategies and advocacy on the green CSOs paper will be
developed and used to get the paper supported and implemented.
- Consultation with government and development partners on the green CSO
paper for their comments and supports
- The paper will be used as roadmap and directive vision for CSOs to strategize
and prepare their activities based on these common priorities.
- The paper will be useful to share to government at GDCC, CDF, and Annual
Government and CSO meeting
- It also be useful for fitting into the regional and international debates on
beyond 2015 development agenda
Most of these activities will be implemented within this month and next quarter of
2014. They require full participation and contributions from all stakeholders,
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Closing Remarks

Results of the Meetings
including government, development partners, CSOs and private sector. I trust that
you all believe in this paper.
Dr. Sok Thim thanked to all members and participants for their ongoing support to
CCC vision and mandate. He highly appreciated the progress and effort and their
colleagues has done in improving the voice and collaboration of CSOs in Cambodia.
He also thanked members that has voted for CCC bylaw. “I do hope that today
presentations and discussion contribute to mindset and exchange experiences each
other and work together to contribute to sustainable development in Cambodia.” he
said.
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